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Knowsi makes informed consent  
easy and respectful

Knowsi manages consent between  
researchers and participants  

to make research easier  
and manage GDPR liabilities.

It provides seamless mechanisms to gather consent for media 
collection, while maintaining that consent for GDPR compliance.

Researchers get simple tools to manage participant recruitment 
and collected media, and participants get an interactive receipt 

where they can update and maintain their consent.



Why Knowsi?



Taking Research Admin Seriously



Taking Participant Privacy Seriously



Taking Consent Seriously



The most impactful products and services 
have great research behind them.

Great research 
means collecting 

the right data 
from the right people 

in the right timeline 
with the right budget.



Research Participants have more rights  
and greater anxiety than ever before.

Developing and maintaining great 
relationships with participants 

means higher quality research and 
less risk.



Business owners need to balance research 
requirements with compliance to privacy laws.

While research teams 
collect data and develop 
insights, businesses have 
to balance data collection 
with GDPR liability and 
data management costs.



We can do research better.

Knowsi is a trojan horse for  
better privacy practices  

in private-sector research. 
 

It is a useful tool for researchers, 

that creates a seamless experience for participants, and 

establishes a necessary liability shield for businesses. 



How Does Knowsi Work?



You’re always connected to an organization.
Your organization has projects it’s running and participants it’s worked with.



You’re always connected to an organization.
Your organization has projects it’s running and participants it’s worked with.



A project has lots of information associated with it, but most important are the 
Active Forms that require signing, and 

the participants whose consent you seek.



Creating a form is easy: you can select from a variety of consent form 
templates, and tailor the document to your needs.



You select the specific consents that you are requesting from a “wizard,” and 
customized consents are coming soon.

Default consents are mostly used for media release and quickly visualizing 
who has consented to what media type.



When you’re sent a Knowsi consent form, your research recruit will get all the 
information they need to provide their informed consent.



If you’ve sent them a personalized form, 
they’ll have their info pre-filled by you. 

 
This is an example of an open form, 

which asks recruits to fill in their own information.



After confirming their information, participants will see what they’re being 
asked to consent to, and will have the opportunity to select each individually.

Additionally, there are organization level contact options.



Finally, a participant will sign the form.



And be notified about what’s next.



All participants receive a signature receipt which allows them to access their 
signed consent forms later. Instead of making an account, users are simply 

asked to reconfirm their emails on the unique URL they’re provided.



From there, they can view their signed forms across multiple research 
organizations, download PDFs, update their consents, and request a 

complete deletion as well.



From the researcher side, you’ll be notified when participants sign their forms 
and can see an easy summary of what media releases they’ve consented to. 
You’ll also have the option to tag the user with demographic or behavioural 

details for future contact.



How Does Knowsi Work?



The Basics

Knowsi is a SaaS application that started as a side 
project and is growing into something bigger.

Already, Knowsi has over 150 users and over 30 
paying customers.

While early stage, Knowsi is in an open beta. 
There are UI bugs and new features and fixes are 

shipping fairly quickly. 

The goal is to have it ready for use in an academic 
setting by the end of the year.



Getting Started

Knowsi started with a closed beta at 
the CIID Interaction Design  

Masters Program.

Knowsi is also being tested with 
design researchers and creatives 
who work at companies like IDEO, 
Mozilla, Fjord, and Leo Pharma.



HKS Shorenstein Center’s  
Privacy Forecast 2019

Knowsi was included in the 2019 Privacy 
Forecast by the Harvard Kennedy School’s 
Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics, and 
Public Policy.  

https://privacy.shorensteincenter.org/knowsi



Sage Concept Grant

In May, Knowsi was awarded the Sage Ocean 
Concept Grant. The grant itself will be used to 
finish the platform and translate its 
functionality to academic social science 
research needs. 

https://ocean.sagepub.com/blog/tools-and-
tech/concept-grant-winner-knowsi-interview



Seeking Testers!
I’m actively looking for 

researchers and research administrators 
to interview! Interested? 

Please email me at
andrew@knowsi.com



Try It Out
Knowsi is in its open beta,  

why not give it a try?

Visit Knowsi.com/join 
to sign up for a free account

Interested in seeing the pro version?
Use the code 

SAGE 
for 2 months free of the paid version

https://www.knowsi.com/join

